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Abstract

PAHs are one of the important components of the carbonaceous matter of

the Universe. They are not detected in the darkest regions of the Interstel-

lar Medium and one possible reason could be their chemical transformation

through gas phase reactions. In particular, their oxidation was considered inef-

fective because the reaction barriers appear to be too high, based on combustion

studies conducted at high temperatures. For the first time, we experimentally

studied the oxidation of Coronene, a PAH archetype, at low temperature (50

K), as well as the oxidation of hydrogenated Coronenes. It appears that re-

activity is higher than expected and that the fragmentation of coronene is a

significant channel of the oxidation. Furthermore, hydrogenated coronenes are

very reactive to oxygen. To understand the experimental data, DFT calcula-

tions were performed. They confirm a low oxidation barrier (0.11 eV) and show

that oxygen is preferentially inserted at the periphery of the coronene and pro-

pose a reaction mechanism for fragmentation also involving a hydrogen atom.

An estimate of the orders of magnitude shows that PAH oxidation may explain
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part of the decrease in their abundances in warm environments.

Keywords: ISM, PAH, Oxygen reactivity, Fragmentation

1. Introduction

The interstellar medium (ISM) is chemically complex, and is the result of

the interplay between gas and solid particles such as dust grains or polycyclic

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)(Allamandola et al., 1989). PAHs represent a

carbon reservoir, accounting for about 10% of the galactic carbon budget (Tie-5

lens, 2013), and have the largest geometric surface area over the grain distribu-

tion (Weingartner and Draine, 2001). Because of this high surface area, PAHs

can be important interstellar catalysts for the formation of H2 (Habart et al.

2004; Cazaux and Tielens 2004; Andrews et al. 2016; Castellanos et al. 2018)

and are recognized to play an important role in the heating and the chemistry10

of these irradiated regions. In regions subject to UV photons, called photodom-

inated regions (PDRs), PAHs are observed through Aromatic Infrared Bands

(AIB)(Leger and Puget, 1984; Allamandola et al., 1985). The analysis of the

mid-IR emission features suggests that they are produced by evaporation from

very small grains (Rapacioli et al., 2005; Berné et al., 2007; Pilleri et al., 2015).15

In regions with higher extinction (AV ≥2) it is not clear whether PAHs exist

and under which form. Some studies consider that PAHs condense on small

grains (Jones et al., 2013; Köhler et al., 2015) or that PAHs are incorporated

in the icy mantles covering dust particles (Bernstein et al., 1999; Gudipati and

Allamandola, 2006; Bouwman et al., 2011). These PAHs embedded in water ices20

can undergo photochemical reactivity (Noble et al., 2017; Cuylle et al., 2014;

Bernstein et al., 1999; Gudipati and Allamandola, 2003) and become oxygenated

(Noble et al., 2017; Guennoun et al., 2010). Another possible explanation for

the disappearance of PAHs could be their chemical transformation in the gas

phase. Among the possible agents for the chemical transformation of PAHs are25

O atoms. O atoms are thought to remain in the gas phase at the edge of clouds

for extinctions of Av'3-5 (Hollenbach et al., 2009), and are thought to be locked
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under the form of water ice at higher extinctions (Whittet et al., 2001). Under-

standing the interaction of the O atom and PAHs is the purpose of the study

we are starting here.30

The catalytic importance of PAHs has triggered numerous experimental

studies to understand how PAHs interact with hydrogen atoms (Hirama et al.

2004; Thrower et al. 2012; Skov et al. 2016; Boschman et al. 2012; Cazaux et al.

2016). PAHs can easily become oxidized when present in water ices subjected

to UV irradiation (Bernstein et al. 2002; Cook et al. 2015; de Barros et al. 2017;35

Noble et al. 2017; Guennoun et al. 2010). So far, only few experiments and

theoretical calculations with O atoms have been reported , in the gas phase,

on benzene (Boocock and Cvetanovic, 1961; Taatjes et al., 2010), naphthalene

(Scapinello et al., 2015) and ethylene, C2H4 (Fu et al., 2012) as well as reaction

with OH radicals on naphtalene (Ricca and Bauschlicher 2000) and antracene40

(Goulay et al., 2005). Theoretical studies (Fu et al. 2012; Nguyen et al. 2007;

Taatjes et al. 2010; Scapinello et al. 2015) of O(3P) reactions with ethylene,

C2H4 (Fu et al. (2012)), benzene (Nguyen et al. (2007); Taatjes et al. (2010))

and naphthalene (Scapinello et al. (2015) have shown that, at low tempera-

tures, these reactions proceed via an addition on a carbon atom, producing45

oxygenated species in triplet states. This first step is followed by H or H2

elimination, isomerization or fragmentation of the oxygenated system. For the

O(3P) + C2H4 reaction, in the triplet states, the channels associated with the

lowest energy barriers are the fragmentation into CH2 + H2CO and H elimi-

nation: H + CH2CHO (Fu et al., 2012). The early experimental study of O50

+ benzene reaction (Boocock and Cvetanovic, 1961) suggests isomerization to

phenol or ring opening. More recent works have shown that H elimination is

the dominant channel for the triplet states and that isomerization to phenol,

in a singlet state, is obtained after inter-system crossing (spin change) (Bar-

ckholtz et al., 2001; Nguyen et al., 2007; Taatjes et al., 2010). Similar results55

have been obtained for the O + naphthalene reaction (Scapinello et al., 2015).

All these works were developed in connection with combustion studies. In an

astrophysical context, Ward et al. (Ward and Price, 2011) have studied oxy-
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genation reactions of alkenes molecules, on a graphite surface, in the 12-90 K

temperature range. They observed ethylene oxide and propene oxide formation60

above a surface temperature of 12 K. Using a kinetic model, they have shown

that the barriers for the O + ethylene and O + propene reactions on the surface

were an order of magnitude lower than the corresponding gas phase values. In

their experimental study, Bernstein et al. have shown that oxidized species and

partially hydrogenated species could be observed after UV irradiation of PAH’s65

in water ice under astrophysical conditions (Bernstein et al., 1999). By studying

photolysis of coronene in deuterated ices D2O, these authors (Bernstein et al.,

1999) also suggested that H atoms on oxygenated rings were more labile than H

atoms on non oxygenated rings. Concerning the O/PAH reactions, the models

used in astrophysics are based on combustion studies and imply in particular,70

high barriers to fragmentation (Wang and Frenklach, 1997; Appel et al., 2000).

Thus, in these models, the interaction between atomic oxygen and PAHs is not

involved in PAHs destruction. The objective of present experimental and the-

oretical work is to study O/PAH interactions and the influence of oxygenation

on PAH destruction.75

The document is organized as follows: in the first section, we present the

experimental set-up and procedure. The second section presents the theoreti-

cal method. In the third section, our experimental and theoretical results are

presented and discussed. In the last section, astrophysical implications are dis-

cussed.80

2. Experimental procedure

The experiments were performed using the FORMOLISM (FORmation of

MOLecules in the InterStellar Medium) setup, an ultra-high-vacuum chamber

containing a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) and a sample surface coupled

to a cryostat (Congiu et al., 2012). The experimental configuration is sketched85

in figure 1. The sample surface consists of highly ordered pyrolytic graphite

(HOPG) and the cryostat temperature can be kept constant at a set temperature
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between 20 and 600 K.

Attached to this vacuum chamber is a retractable oven which is used to de-

posit pure coronene ( ≥ 99 %, Sigma-Aldrich) onto the surface. The oven, shown90

in the left of the figure, is heated to 420 K for gentle evaporation of coronene

so that the molecules can be admitted in the chamber and be deposited on the

cold finger. The HOPG surface is exposed to a beam from the coronene oven

for a period of 15 minutes, at a surface temperature of 280 K. After exposure,

the surface is annealed to 350 K in order to desorb the multilayers and only95

keep a monolayer of coronene following the same protocol as in (Thrower et al.,

2012) with slight differences in the exposure and annealing temperatures. Two

jet chambers are connected to the sample chamber. These two jet chambers can

produce beams of atomic hydrogen and atomic oxygen by means of a microwave

discharge source, and both beams are aligned at the center of the HOPG surface.100

These beams are presented in grey and red in the figure 1.

For the hydrogen beam, a degree of dissociation between 30% and 60% is es-

tablished and measured each day, while this degree is approximately 15% for the

oxygen beam. These dissociation efficiencies determine the amount of atomic

versus molecular hydrogen (or atomic oxygen versus molecular oxygen) being105

deposited on the surface. Hydrogen deposition takes place at a surface temper-

ature of 150 K and the exposure time varies between 2 and 4 hours depending

on the degree of dissociation, so that the total hydrogen dose is constant. The

equivalent exposed dose of hydrogen or fluence is about 7×1017 atoms/cm2. If

not stated, in the following, the temperature reported is the surface tempera-110

ture. At 150 K, the sticking coefficient of H atoms is low (Cazaux et al. 2011;

Chaabouni et al. 2012; Wakelam et al. 2017) and the residence time on a surface

is extremely short. The surface temperature of 150 K prevents contamination

with water during the hydrogenation phase, which could occur at lower tem-

peratures. Oxygen exposure lasts for 15 minutes at a surface temperature of 50115

K. The total fluence is 8×1014 atoms/cm2, about or smaller than the surface

density of adsorption sites of a solid surface (A monolayer, ML, is ' 1×1015

site/cm2 (Ulbricht et al., 2002)). The 50 K temperature of the surface pre-
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Figure 1: Experimental configuration. The movable oven containing coronene is placed at

about 2 cm from the graphite sample (0.9cm in diameter) during the coronene deposition.In

between depositions, the oven is retracted into its own vacuum chamber to maintain a low

background pressure in the sample chamber. A diaphragm prevents PAH from being sprayed

throughout the chamber. The oven can be opened and closed to control the deposition time.

The O beam (pictured in red) and H beam (in light gray), are centered on the graphite sample.

However, they do not cover the totality of the graphite, while the coronene film does. The

QMS can intercept the beams, the exit of the PAH oven or be placed at 5 mm from the sample

to perform the TPD. During deposition phases, it is moved backwards.
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vents the formation of O2 or O3 (Minissale et al., 2016). The overlap of O and

H beams covers around 40% of the coronene deposit. During the Temperature120

Programmed Desorption (TPD) measurement, the sample is heated up to 600 K

at a rate of 18 K/min, while a quadrupole mass spectrometer tracks the evap-

oration of several masses from the surface. The heating phase is organized in

two steps. From 50 to 200 K, which focuses mainly on volatile species (CO,

CO2, H2O...), and in the 200-600K range where coronene associated species are125

targeted (discussed later).

We have performed four different types of TPD experiments:

• In the first experiment, a monolayer of coronene is deposited on the HOPG

surface.

• In the second experiment, a monolayer of coronene is deposited and is subse-130

quently exposed to a beam of atomic hydrogen (Coronene + H) at a surface

temperature of 150 K.

• In the third experiment, a monolayer of coronene is deposited and is subse-

quently exposed to 1) a beam of atomic hydrogen and 2) a beam of atomic

oxygen (Coronene + H + O).135

• In the fourth experiment, a monolayer of coronene is deposited and is subse-

quently exposed to a beam of atomic oxygen (Coronene + O).

3. Theoretical calculations

The reactions of O(3P) with coronene and with hydrogenated coronene in

the gas phase, and the subsequent isomerization or fragmentation reactions have140

been studied within the Density Functional Theory (DFT) framework using the

ADF code (te Velde et al. 2001; ADF2017 2017). Spin polarized calculations

have been performed with the modified PW1K hybrid functional (Lynch et al.,

2000) and with a tζp (triple zeta polarized) basis set of Slater type orbitals.

Numerical convergence for geometry is obtained with gradients < 10−3 Hartree145

per Å and distances are converged to 10−2 Å. Numerical convergence for en-

ergies is 10−2 hartree. Transition states are obtained as stationary points on
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the potential energy surface, and are characterized by an Hessian matrix with

one negative eigenvalue associated with a motion along the reaction coordinate.

For the different reactions considered, reaction energies and reaction barriers150

are defined as, for example for the oxygenation reaction :

4Ereaction = E(C24H12+nO)− E(C24H12+n)− E(O(3P)) (1)

4Ebarrier = E(C24H12+nO#)− E(C24H12+n)− E(O(3P)) (2)

where E(C24H12+nO) and E(C24H12+nO#) are the equilibrium and transition

state energies of the oxygenated/hydrogenated species, respectively. n=0 and

n>0 correspond to the coronene and to hydrogenated coronene, respectively.

E(O(3P)) is the atomic oxygen energy in the ground state. In the following, the155

energies are relative to the C24H12+O(3P) entrance channel.

The reactions between O(3P) and the coronene can proceed :

- on a triplet potential energy surface, thereby conserving the total spin,

- on a lower lying singlet potential energy surface, thereby including InterSys-

tem Crossing (ISC) effects, i. e. couplings between molecular triplet and singlet160

states. Such ISC effects have been studied for the O + ethylene reaction (Fu

et al., 2012) but remain challenging for more complex systems. In the present

calculations, we consider only reactions on the triplet potential energy surface

associated to the initial states of the reactants.

Previous DFT calculations on hydrogenation reactions of isolated coronene165

molecules deposited on a graphene surface have shown that hydrogenation en-

ergies in the deposited phase and in the gas phase are very similar, (with a

maximum deviation of 10% (Morisset et al., 2017)). Indeed, coronene molecules

are physisorbed on the graphene surface at a distance dcoronene−graphene = 3.24

Å. At such large distance, surface effects on the energy barriers for the hydro-170

genation reactions with H atoms coming from the gas phase are weak. In this

case, the catalytic role of the surface is essentially to dissipate a fraction of

the exothermicity and to stabilize products which could otherwise fragment or

desorb. However, Ward and Price 2011 have shown that, on a graphite sample,
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oxygenation barriers of alkenes are lowered by an order of magnitude. Indeed,175

in their experimental set-up, atomic oxygen and multilayers of alkenes were co-

deposited at low temperatures. From the measurements of the reaction rates,

they concluded that the barriers should be lower than in the gas phase. It is

however not clear whether graphite/surface has an active role, or whether geo-

metric constraints on alkene adsorption lower the barrier, as it is the case for180

NO hydrogenation on water ice (Nguyen et al., 2019). Moreover, the redistribu-

tion of the energy in a large ring compound such as coronene, is very different

from that of a small alkene. Present experimental conditions are expected to

be intermediate between the isolated molecule and multilayer cases of Ward

and Price. Therefore in the present work, gas phase calculations represent up-185

per limits values and are used as a basis for the interpretation of experimental

results involving species deposited on a graphite surface.

4. Results & Discussions

In this section, the TPD spectra obtained for the four experiments: coronene,

coronene + H, coronene + H + O and coronene + O are reported for the masses190

300, 304, 305, 316 and 275. In addition, the gas phase DFT results are presented

for the masses 316, and 275. These results are discussed in order to understand

the oxidation process of the coronene and to propose a fragmentation channel.

4.1. Mass 300 : parent mass of coronene C24H12

In all the different experiments, coronene is first deposited on the graphitic195

surface held at 280 K and then flash heated up to 350 K before being cooled

down to 250 K. The experimental TPD spectra for mass 300 amu for the four

experiments are reported in figure 2. The coronene TPD spectrum has been

plotted separately because it has been obtained in a slightly different measure-

ment mode, during the preliminary tests of this study. For coronene, (figure 2a),200

the TPD spectrum shows a desorption peak located at a temperature of around

400 K. The line prolongating the desorption peak of the coronene intercepts
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the temperature axis at approximately 360K. This value will be used later as a

reference for the onset of the coronene desorption. The constant signal above

450 K is due to the contamination of the head of the QMS by the coronene.205

The spectra for the coronene + H, coronene + H + O and coronene + O are

reported in figure 2b. The three spectra show nearly identical desorption peaks,

with a maximum at ∼ 400 K. The small differences between 200 and 350 K

are close to the noise level. Peak intensity comparison shows that the ratio of

coronene molecules that have not reacted is approximately identical in the three210

experiments.

4.2. Mass 304 and 305: hydrogenated coronene C24H16 (+4H), C24H17 (+5H)

The spectra for the 3 different experiments for masses 304 and 305 amu

are reported in figure 3a and 3b, respectively. These masses correspond to the

addition of 4 and 5 hydrogen atoms on the coronene, respectively. Such hydro-215

genated species have already been detected in previous studies (Thrower et al.,

2012). In the present work, the hydrogenation of the coronene is weak (a few

% of coronene molecules are hydrogenated), and the hydrogenation degree is

ranging from one to 8 extra H atoms. A total hydrogenation of the coronene

molecules is not achieved because the H atom temperature is lower than 400 K,220

contrary to previous reported experiments where the temperature is ∼2000 K

(Thrower et al., 2012, 2014). At lower temperatures, fewer barriers can be

crossed (Jensen et al., 2019). This explains the lower efficiency in present ex-

perimental conditions. Therefore, in the present work, masses 304 and 305 are

representative of hydrogenated coronene species with odd and even number of225

extra hydrogen, for which stabilities and reactivities are expected to differ. The

intensity of the peak at mass 304 is greater than the one at mass 305. Indeed,

species associated to mass 304 are closed shell species, which are created more

rapidly than they are destroyed and are expected to have longer lifetimes on

the surface. On the contrary, species associated to mass 305 are radical species,230

they are destroyed more rapidly than they are created and are expected to have

shorter lifetimes (Cazaux et al., 2016). For the coronene + H experiment, the
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a)

b)

Figure 2: TPD spectrum for mass 300 in the different experiments: (a) coronene only, (b)

cororonene + H (green), cororonene + H + O (red) and coronene + O (blue). The black line

represent the onset of the desorption of coronene which will be used for comparison with other

masses.
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TPD desorption peaks are located in the 310-390 K range, which is at lower

temperatures than the desorption peak observed for coronene. This can be seen

by comparing the slope of the desorption peak to the dashed line (correspond-235

ing the leading edge of the coronene desorption peaks).The desorption tempera-

tures are related to the interaction energies (or adsorption energies) between the

molecular species and the surface, the greater the interaction energy, the higher

the desorption temperature. The interaction energies of isolated coronene or

hydrogenated coronene molecules with a graphene surface have been calculated240

using the DFT method with a van der Waals functional accounting for long

range interactions (Morisset et al., 2017). The adsorption energies obtained

for the coronene and for the most stable fourth-hydrogenated coronene species,

C24H16, are -1.74 eV and -1.72 eV. In the C24H16 case, the four extra H atoms

are bonded to C atoms on the edges. Consequently the aromatic skeleton is245

weakly perturbed and remains planar. In this case, the adsorption energy is

close to the value obtained for coronene (Morisset et al., 2017). We have calcu-

lated interaction energies for more perturbed geometries (non planar with the

aromatic skeleton curved), for example with the fourth H atom bonded to a

C atom on the inner ring of the coronene molecule, facing either the vacuum250

or the graphene surface. The interaction energies are -1.46 eV and -1.64 eV,

respectively. For C24H16, in the three configurations, planar, non planar with H

facing the vacuum, non planar with H facing the graphene surface, interaction

energies with the graphene are getting weaker and TPD peaks are located at

lower temperatures (Skov et al., 2016; Morisset et al., 2017). When O atoms255

interact with hydrogenated coronene, the peaks corresponding to 304 and 305

masses are much less pronounced, as shown in the experiment coronene + H +

O, figure 3a and 3b. Indeed, H atom abstraction reactions with O atoms are very

efficient and superhydrogenated (+4H and +5H) coronene species are destroyed.

However, for the 304 mass, the spectrum for coronene + H + O shows 2 peaks,260

one located at ∼410 K and the other one located at lower temperatures ∼330 K.

The peak at ∼410 K, which is not observed in the coronene + H spectrum, can

be assigned to planar (+4H on edges) species, in strong interaction with the
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a)

b)

Figure 3: TPD spectrum for mass 304 (a) and mass 305 (b). The dashed line represent the

onset of the desorption of coronene.

surface, produced by abstraction of more superhydrogenated species (5H,6H,7H

...). The second peak at ∼330 K can be assigned to non planar hydrogenated265

species, in weaker interaction with the surface. One can notice that such species

are observed in the coronene + H spectrum and remain in the coronene + H

+ O spectrum. Finally one could assign the intermediate TPD peak observed

in the coronene + H experiment at ∼360 K to non planar super hydrogenated

species, with H atom facing the vacuum side. Indeed, such species are expected270

to be efficiently abstracted by O atoms and the corresponding TPD peaks are

expected to vanish in the coronene + H + O experiment. This highlights the

fact that hydrogenated coronene species are highly reactive with O atoms. The

last experiment, coronene + O, does not show peaks for masses 304 and 305 as

expected.275
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4.3. Mass 316 : oxygenated coronene C24H12O

he spectra for mass 316 are reported in figure 4 for the 3 different experi-

ments. Addition of oxygen on coronene molecules is observed in the coronene

+ H + O and coronene + O experiments. Considering the low exposure dose

of O atoms (0.8 ML) and the relatively high temperature of the surface (50K),280

which implies fast O-desorption or O-recombination (Minissale et al., 2016), the

coronene oxygenation is rather efficient and oxygenation cross sections are one

order of magnitude higher than hydrogenation cross sections. The mass 316

TPD peaks observed in the coronene + H + O and coronene + O spectra are

located at ∼420 K. This desorption temperature is slightly higher than the des-285

orption temperature of coronene, as can be seen by comparing with the leading

edge of the mass 300 curve. Therefore oxidised-coronene species are in strong in-

teraction with the surface and associated geometries are planar or nearly planar.

Peak intensities are comparable in the two spectra. Indeed, in the coronene + H

+ O experiment, considering the weak hydrogenation efficiency, most (∼ 70 %)290

of the coronene molecules are not hydrogenated, and same levels of detection of

O-Coronene in coronene + H + O and coronene + O experiments are achieved.

However the peak intensity in the coronene + H + O spectrum is smaller, this

is probably related to the fact that O reactivity with hydrogenated PAH is high,

and that a fraction of O atoms are consumed by abstraction reactions.295

In gas phase DFT calculations, the addition of an O(3P) atom on the

coronene has been considered for two different types of sites: top sites and

bridge sites (see figure 5). Addition energies of an O(3P) atom on a coronene

forming a triplet molecular state are reported for the different adsorption sites

in table 1. The most stable species correspond to an O atom adsorbed on the300

edges of the coronene: on C atom in the outer edge position (T1 site) and be-

tween two C atoms in outer edge position (B1 site). O atom addition reactions

on B1 and T1 sites are exoergic: 4Eaddition = −0.71eV and −0.93 eV respec-

tively, and associated barriers are: E(TS2) = 1.03 eV and E(TS3) = 0.11 eV,

respectively, see figure 6 and table 2. In present experimental conditions, the O305

atom addition reaction is expected to proceed on T1 sites.
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Figure 4: TPD spectrum for mass 300 in the 3 experiments. The leading edge of the mass

300 trace is represented by the dashed line.

For these two O-coronene species, the carbonaceous skeleton remains planar,

and interaction with the surface is expected to be strong. Following our work on

adsorption of hydrogenated coronenes on graphene (Morisset et al., 2017), we

have performed DFT calculations on isolated oxygenated coronenes in a triplet310

state adsorbed on a graphene surface. The adsorption energies for the coronene

oxygenated on the T1 site are -1.73 eV or -1.80 eV for species with the O

atom oriented towards the graphene surface or towards the vacuum, respectively.

These values are close to the adsorption energy of the coronene on the graphene

surface: -1.74 eV. Consequently, desorption temperatures for T1 oxygenated315

coronene species are expected to be similar or slightly higher than the desorption

temperature of the bare coronene. Experimentally, the desorption temperature

for the mass 316 peak is slightly higher than the desorption temperatures of

coronene (comparison with the leading edge of the mass 300 curve). Therefore,

the calculations match very well with the experiments, and tend to show that320

desorbing C24H12O species correspond to coronene molecules oxygenated on the

edges.
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Figure 5: Oxygenation sites for the coronene. In blue : Top sites above a C atom. In red :

sites in Bridge position

sites 4Eaddition(eV )

T1 −0.93

T2 −0.16

T −0.01

B1 −0.71

B2 −0.43

B3 > 0

B4 > 0

Table 1: Addition energies of the O(3P) atom on the coronene as function of sites (figure 5)

Starting from oxygenated coronene on T1 site, we have considered, in DFT325

calculations, isomerization reactions corresponding to the migration of an H

atom from the T1 site to the adjacent ortho and para C atoms (I4, I2 and I1

isomers figure 6) or to the O atom (I3 isomer figure 6). The corresponding

energies and transition states are presented in figure 6 and table 2:

• The I4 isomer is the most stable (energy: -1.85 eV), but the associated tran-330

sition state is high: E(TS4) = 0.82 eV. This high barrier is related to an
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important geometric perturbation of the adsorbent C atom upon isomeriza-

tion.

• Isomers I2 and I3 have similar energies, -1.43 eV and -1.56 eV, respectively,

but energies of the transition state differ: E(TS5) = 0.24 eV and E(TS6) =335

0.14 eV, respectively. Indeed, the formation of the I2 isomer, for which the H

atom has migrated to the adjacent C inner edge site, involves a much more

important geometric deformation than the formation of the I3 isomer which

corresponds to the alcohol in the triplet state.

• Isomer I1, has the highest energy, -0.85 eV with E(TS7) = 0.22 eV.340

As discussed in the theoretical calculations section, the gas phase barriers

calculated in the present work represent upper limits to the adsorbed phase val-

ues. Under the present experimental conditions, the mono-oxygenated coronene

could correspond either to the top, I1, I2, or I3 isomers.
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4.4. Mass 275: fragmentation channels C22H11345

In the coronene + O and coronene + H + O experiments, we have found

that coronene related species were fragmenting in masses smaller than 300 amu.

In order to study these fragmentations, we have systematically recorded masses

between 270 and 300 amu. But due to the high number of masses to monitor,

we have reduced the integration time for each of them. Therefore, for these350

fragmentation channels, the statistic and the temperature sampling are 4 times

lower. The only positive detection of fragment occurs for the masses 275 and

277. In figure 7, the results for the mass 275 amu for the 3 experiments are

reported. The methodology developed to assign positive detection is described

as follow. We define two noise zones (stripped zones) before and after the central355

zone corresponding to the coronene desorption. In the central zone, both signal

and noise are recorded. The number of events is compared in the two type of

zones. For the experiments coronene + H and coronene + H + O, the signal

is not statistically out of the noise whereas in the case of coronene + O, the

detection of a mass 275 is clearly positive. As a matter of fact, in the experiment360

coronene + O, each reccord (except one) of the desorption zone shows at least

one count.

In the experiment Coronene + O in figure 7, the average number of counts

per reccord is about 4 counts. This value is close to the value of the half

maximum peak in the TPD spectrum of mass 316 (see the figure 4), indicating365

that the efficiency of this fragmentation reaction and of the oxidation reaction

are similar.

Therefore the experiment coronene + O shows an important fragmentation

to the mass 275. This fragment is related to the loss of a second fragment of

mass 41 and suggests a possible formation of HCCO following the oxygenation of370

the coronene molecules. However one has to determine whether this fragmenta-

tion is induced by the QMS detection (the mass 275 being a cracking pattern of

O-Coronene), or if the fragment is formed on the surface. Careful examination

of the desorption onset shows that O-coronene species desorb at higher temper-

atures than coronene, whereas fragments related to mass 275 desorb mainly at375
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Figure 7: Scan of fragment masses: mass 275 is recorded with a sampling rate 4 times lower

than previous curves shown, which have been smoothed by adjacent averaging. No averaging

has been performed here, discrete counting is visible. The temperature below 300K is consid-

ered as a noise zone. The second noise zone is above 450 K, after the main desorption peaks.

Mass 275 is doubtfully detected in experiment Coronene + H (top pannel), not detected in

experiment Coronene + H + O (central pannel), and safely detected in experiment coronene

+ O
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lower temperatures. Therefore we conclude that the fragmentation is due to the

oxygenation, and not to the QMS detection.

In the gas phase DFT calculations, we have studied the direct abstraction

and some fragmentation reactions.

The abstraction reaction O(3P) + C24H12 → OH + C24H11 is endoergic380

(4Ereaction = 0.58eV) and is associated to a high barrier (E(TS1) = 0.74 eV),

see figure 6 and table 2. In present experimental conditions, the OH formation

(mass = 17) by direct abstraction is not expected to be observed.

The first considered fragmentation reaction, starting from the T1 top species,

corresponds to the H elimination: C24H12O : T1 → C24H11O + H. Indeed385

in the O + C2H4 (Fu et al., 2012), O + benzene (Boocock and Cvetanovic,

1961; Taatjes et al., 2010; Nguyen et al., 2007), and O + naphthalene (Scap-

inello et al., 2015) systems, H elimination reactions are prominent. Enhanced

H atom lability has been also evidenced for O-coronene species produced after

UV irradiation of coronene in water ice (Bernstein et al., 1999). With respect390

to the C24H12+O(3P) entrance channel, the energy of the products and the

transition state are -0.45 eV and -0.06 eV, respectively (see figure 6 and ta-

ble 2). In the present experimental conditions, this fragmentation channel is

opened. Note that oxygenated C24H11O molecules (mass 315) are not observed

in the experiment. This could be related to further reactions (re hydrogenation395

or fragmentation). However, due to the presence of impurities in the coronene

samples (methylated coronene), the mass 315 is a noisy reccord. Therefore this

fragmentation pathway could occur experimentally.

The fragmentation reactions below, have been studied in order to explain the

peak observed at mass 275. Starting from the I2 isomer, the direct fragmentation400

reaction C24H12O:I2 → C22H11+ HCCO implies two C-C bond cleavages. The

HCCO and C22H11 radicals correspond to mass 41 and 275, respectively. In our

calculation, the energy of the products is high : +2.40 eV (see figure 6), therefore

we conclude that this fragmentation cannot directly occur on the triplet poten-

tial energy surface. Since the direct fragmentation is not an opened channel, we405

have considered a fragmentation reaction involving hydrogenated/oxygenated
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radical species C24H13O. Indeed, the I2 isomer C24H12O (figure 6) is a diradi-

cal, with a strong radical character on the C atom nearest to the O atom and

located on the edge of the molecule. Hydrogenation of the I2 isomer is exoergic

: 4Ereaction = -3.86 eV and barrierless. The H atoms could originate from410

C24H12O : T1 → C24H11O + H reactions, or could also be transferred from

the surface, as observed in the work of Thrower et al. (2014). In this study,

it was experimentally shown that adsorbed coronene molecules can react with

D-atoms pre-adsorbed on a graphite surface. The subsequent fragmentation re-

action : C24H13O → C22H11O (mass=275) + H2CCO (mass=42) is endoergic415

: 4E = 2.93 eV with a barrier with a negative energy (-2.11eV with respect to

the energy origin C24H12+O, see figure 6 and table 2). In present experimental

conditions, this fragmentation channel is opened and could explain the obser-

vation of the mass 275 and may be a route for the ketene formation. However,

these theoretical results were obtained after the experiment was stopped and420

mass 42 was not measured.

4.5. Mass ratios relative to parent mass

The figure 8 shows a comparison of the different chemical channels for the dif-

ferent experimental conditions. The coronene experiment only shows the mass425

300, as expected. The coronene + H experiments demonstrate through the pres-

ence of mass 304 and 305 that in our experimental conditions a moderate degree

of hydrogenation is achieved. The coronene + H + O experiments demonstrate

that hydrogenated coronene are highly reactive with O atoms. Actually the

mass 304 and 305 become almost undetectable or very reduced when O atoms430

interact with hydrogenated PAH. The most probable mechanism is abstraction

(PAH-H+O −→ PAH+OH) since neither mass 317 nor specific fragmentations

are detected. The observation of the mass 316, in a relative high abundance,

demonstrates that the barrier to the O-addition on coronene is crossed in present

experimental conditions. In a very rough approximation, one can estimate that435

the kinetics of the O addition reaction and of the O-diffusion and desorption
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Figure 8: Mass ratio relative to mass 300 of the coronene (in black), coronene + H (in red),

coronene + H + O (in blue) and the coronene + O measurements (in green). Arrows are

plotted where the values are lower than 0.03, which corresponds approximately to uncertainty

level. Error bars represent statistical fluctuations.

processes are in competition. One can infer that the O-addition should be faster

than the O recombination, otherwise, most of O atoms would be consumed in

an unobservable channel corresponding to the desorption of O2. In the case of a

reaction faster than the diffusion mechanism and assuming the values obtained440

in Minissale et al. (2016) (i.e. 750 K for diffusion and 1420 K for desorption),

we find a typical lower boundary value of 40 meV for the barrier to the reaction

PAH+O −→ PAH-O. For the upper limit, if the reaction rate is limited by the

desorption rate of O atoms, the barrier to reaction should be smaller than the

adsorption energy of O atoms on the surface and should be about or lower than445

110 meV. This is in line with our theoretical calculations.

Finally, in the experiment PAH + O, the mass 275 is of the same order of

magnitude as the mass 316, indicating that the fragmentation is an important

channel of the oxidation of PAHs.

450
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Reactions type TS E(eV ) EProducts (eV)

C24H12 + O→ C24H11 + OH H abstraction TS1 0.74 0.58

C24H12 + O→ C24H12O : B1 O addition TS2 1.03 −0.71

C24H12 + O→ C24H12O : T1 O addition TS3 0.11 −0.93

C24H12O : T1 → I4 isomerization TS4 0.82 −1.85

C24H12O : T1 → I2 isomerization TS5 0.24 −1.43

C24H12O : T1 → I3 isomerization TS6 0.14 −1.56

C24H12O : T1 → I1 isomerization TS7 0.22 −0.85

C24H12O : T1 → C24H11O + H fragmentation TS8 −0.06 −0.45

C24H12O : I2 +H → C24H13O hydrogenation no − −3.86

C24H13O→ C22H11 + H2CCO fragmentation TS9 −2.11 −2.49

C24H12O : I2 → C22H11 + HCCO fragmentation nc − 2.40

Table 2: Energies of the transition states (TS) and products for reactions reported in figure

6, zero energy level: C24H12 + O(3P). nc : not calculated.

5. Astrophysical applications

Our combined experimental and theoretical results indicate that oxygenation

of coronene leads to either oxygenation (C24H12O) or H loss of the coronene

molecules. In a second step, hydrogen addition to the oxygenated coronene

can lead to the fragmentation of the molecule and H2CCO loss. The formation455

of molecules such as H2CCO and HCCO has been debated in the literature

(Occhiogrosso et al. 2013). It has been proposed that oxygenation of unsaturated

hydrocarbons easily breaks their multiple C-C bounds to form HCCO or HCO,

which are precursors of CO. In this later study, small unsaturated hydrocarbons

are considered (such as C2H4, C2H2, CH3CCH, CH2CCH2), with reactions rates460

based on laboratory studies (Capozza et al. 2004; Fu et al.).

The recent detection of HCCO and H2CCO in cold environments (Agúndez

et al. 2015) raised many questions on the origin of these molecules. Indeed, ob-

servations report the detection of HCCO toward the starless core Lupus-1A and

the molecular cloud L483, with abundances of 10−11 relative to H2 (Agúndez465
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et al. 2015). H2CCO has also been detected in these two regions, and is ∼ 10

times more abundant than HCCO. Because of the low temperatures in these

environments, the presence of HCCO cannot be explained by gas phase reac-

tions and its calculated abundance remains 6 orders of magnitude below that

calculated for H2CCO (Occhiogrosso et al. (2013)). An alternative formation470

route has been proposed (Wakelam et al., 2015) where reactions on dust would

allow solid CCO to react with H atoms to form efficiently HCCO (Wakelam

et al., 2015). Since this reaction is exothermic, chemical desorption could ac-

count for its release into the gas phase. This formation route does reproduce

the abundances (density of HCCO relative to H2) of HCCO in dark clouds.475

H2CCO has been observed in different PDRs with large (Orion bar and

Mon R2 with χ= 104–105) and weaker UV radiation fields (Horsehead with

χ=60). In the Orion bar, Cuadrado et al. (2017) detected H2CCO and derived

a abundance of 0.9 10× 10−10 (density relative to H2) . In Mon R2, H2CCO

has also been detected (Trevio-Morales et al. in prep). In the Horsehead PDR,480

H2CCO has been detected, with abundances relative to H2 3 times higher in

the PDR than in the core (Guzmán et al., 2014). However, HCCO has not

been detected in these PDRs. In these PDRs nevertheless, PAHs have been

detected (Peeters et al. (2002) for Orion Bar, Berné et al. (2009) for Mon R2

and Compiègne et al. (2007) for Horsehead).485

From the calculations performed in this study, the fragmentation of coronene

molecules can occur via the isomer I2 after a coronene reacted with an O(3P),

as shown in Fig.6. Coronene reacts with an O(3P) and oxygen is attached in

top site. This oxygenated coronene is reached with a transition state TS1 of

0.11 eV. It can then reach the isomer I2 via a transition state TS5 of 0.24 eV.490

Hydrogenation of the I2 isomer leads to the fragmentation of coronene and the

formation of H2CCO. Considering the oxygenation of PAHs, the rate can be

written as RO=nO ×v(O)× nPAHσPAH × exp− Ef

Tgas , where nO is the density

of oxygen atoms, assumed to be 10−4 nH , v(O) is the the thermal velocity of

oxygens 105√
mO

√
Tgas

100 cm s−1 , σ the cross section for the reaction, taken as 1.6495

Å2 (as in Mennella et al. (2012) for hydrogenation), nPAH is the density of
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PAHs, taken as 10−7nH and Ef is the largest barrier involved in the successive

reactions leading to the fragmentation in H2CCO. The rate for oxygenation

leading to fragmentation is then, RO=9.6 10−24 n2
H

√
(Tgas) exp(− Ef

Tgas
) s−1.

Others rates, if required, such as H accretion are not limiting rates.500

For warm PDRs with Tgas ∼ 300K, it takes only few hundreds of years for

the PAHs to react with oxygen, following a path to fragmentation. This is a

very short time in the life time of a cloud. At 100 K however, this time becomes

∼ 109 years. Therefore, the fragmentation route proposed in this study where

a PAH fragment in H2CCO can be easily reached in warm PDRs on very short505

timescales.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we have studied the reactivity of O(3P) atoms with coronene

molecules deposited on a graphite surface. Experimentally, the coronene + H,

coronene + O and coronene + H + O systems have been considered. The main510

results are that the oxygenation of coronene is more effective than hydrogena-

tion and leads to significant fragmentations. In support of these results, DFT

calculations on the system coronene + O(3P) were performed. One of the main

results is that O atoms can adsorb on the edges of coronene molecules with a

small barrier (0.11 eV, i.e. ∼ 1275 K). Our calculations have shown that the di-515

rect fragmentation reactions, leading to HCCO molecules, are not energetically

favorable for the triplet state. In addition, we have proposed a fragmentation

scheme, involving the hydrogenation of C24H12O molecules, that can lead to the

formation of H2CCO. This fragmentation scheme is energetically favorable. By

estimating the reaction rates of PAHs with oxygen in the MIS, we can conclude520

that the oxidation barrier is low enough so that, in a 300 K gas, oxidation of

PAHs become a destructive pathway to be taken into account, and a potential

source of ketene or even ketenyl.
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